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This newsletter is published bi-monthly to feature model 
aircraft building and flying and to report on aeromodelling 
events  in Australia and New Zealand. 
 
Contributing material and requests for inclusion on the distri-
bution list may be forwarded to — 

John Lamont 
Unit 5, 1326 Main Road, Eltham, 3095 
Ph: 03 9431 0044 
Mob: 0415 384 823 
E-mail: jlamont2@bigpond.com 
 
Visit our website at -  
      https://sites.google.com/view/australian-model-news/

It was looking good on the modelling scene over the late 
summer and autumn months but our political masters soon 
put a stop to our enjoyment of our hobby when they found a 
few more outbreaks of Covid-19 and closed the state of Vic-
toria for the fourth time. 
 
Our one week lockdown has now been extended by a week  
so between the winter weather and our incompetent govern-
ment it looks a though we will be heading back to the build-
ing board. 
 
In the meantime I managed to get to Albury for their popular 
Autumn Scale Rally and other groups took advantage of the  
fine weather to run long awaited events. 
 
Thank you to all who contributed reports and photographs  
on events they attended as age is starting to catch up with 
me and I find myself more cautious with long distance travel-
ling despite the lure of model flying at the end of the journey. 
 
John Lamont 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  On the Cover. 
Steve Wilcox’s F-104 Starfighter flying at the Monty Tyrrell 
Memorial Scale Rally at P&DARCS 

    From the Editor 

https://sites.google.com/view/australian-model-news/home
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CASINO  AIRPORT  FLY-IN 

David White, an ex-Victorian now residing at Port Macquarie, sent 
these photographs of models at the Casino Airport Fly-In. 

David White with a 65% model of the Fokker Dr.1 triplane built over a period of 

five years by David and Aaron Garle. The model has a wingspan of 4.67m, 

weighs 73kg, and is powered by a five cylinder 400cc Moki radial engine turning 

a 40” x 16” propellor.  

These large scale gliders were towed to height by an equally large Wilga tow 

plane. 

This large scale Polish PZL-104 Wilga towed the big gliders. The STOL Wilga is 

not a pretty aeroplane but it was designed for a job that it does well. 

                                   A large scale Piper Pawnee glider tug.  
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 Mark Poulter helping with a large scale  ARF P-61 Black Widow which flew well. 

      Mark Poulter from the Port Macquarie club with his 2.2m wingspan Phoenix ARF Stinson Reliant. The model weighs 8 kg and is powered by a 35cc petrol engine. 

                                                                                       There were a number of large turbine powered models on display. 

David White’s ARF RV-8 by Slipstream, 2m wingspan, and powered by a DLE 40 
twin. In the centre is David’s 1/3 scale Spacewalker built from SIG kit and powered 
by a Saito twin four stroke. At the far end is Mark Poulter’s Stinson Reliant. 
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SAM 1788   
2021  CHAMPIONSHIPS  

at 

CANOWINDRA 

   Another Easter and Canowindra has passed and we again had the 
opportunity to fly at this magnificent venue for the first time in two 
years. Unfortunately with very heavy rains about a week before the 
dam, which is either a pretty little hole filled with water or as dry as a 
bone, was a very large lake covering half of our normal landing area. 
The rest of the ground was wet underfoot but nature made up for this 
by giving us five perfect days of weather, 25°- 28° temperatures and 
almost dead calm with only the odd willy willy passing through. 
 
 Five members from Victoria’s SAM 600  made the ten hour trip only to 
find that the other states were low on numbers with one from Western 
Australia, one from Queensland, two from South Australia. and not as 
many as usual from New South Wales. Looking at the result sheets 
the maximum number in any event was sixteen, a little different to the 
upwards of fifty entries of some other years. 
 
The first event was Old Timer Glider on Easter Thursday and was won 
by Max Newcombe with Peter Smith second and Basil Healy third. Col 
Collyer placed fourth followed by Kevin Fryer in fifth position.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Also on Thursday was the fun fly Cabin Scramble won by Anthony 
Vicary with Col Collyer second  and Peter Smith third.  Kevin Fryer 
was three places back in sixth position. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Good Friday morning was 1/2A Texaco with fifteen entries and some 
very good thermals mixed with very bad downdrafts. Basil Healy was 
the winner from Peter Scott second and Col Collyer third. Kevin Fryer 
placed fifth with one of his many Cumulus models. Two rounds had 
monster thermals while the other two had equally strong downdrafts 
and at the end only three of the entries made the flyoff.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O/T Glider winner was Max Newcombe of South Australia flying a 

Thunderking. 

     Col Collyer placed second in Cabin Scramble with his Tomboy. 

                                        1/2A Texaco flight line. 
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Good Friday afternoon saw Nostalgia flown in perfect weather and this 
is where the Victorian flyers came into their own.  Kevin Fryer took 
first place from Peter Smith second and Col Collyer who placed third 
even though his flyoff flight was cancelled because his timekeeper 
forgot to switch on the stopwatch. Who knows what the results would 
have been if this hadn't happened. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Friday night was the AGM for SAM 1788 with the members vote pro-
ducing a complete change of committee. 
 
Easter Saturday was the Gordon Burford event in the morning and 
won by Vince Hagerty from Grant Manwaring second and Peter Smith 
third. The Victorians  flopped with Kevin Fryer and Col Collyer coming 
eleventh and twelfth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The afternoon saw Texaco flown with sixteen entries and the air was 
full of Bombers, Record Breakers and a lone RC1, Chet Lanzo would 
have loved it. This event was won by  Vince Hagerty from Dave Brown 
second and Anthony Vicary third. Kevin Fryer came in sixth and Col 
Collyer had engine trouble, coming in twelfth. Again a beautiful day 
with the B-B-Q and Swap Meet that night presenting great food and 
good company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sunday dawned brilliantly and remained that way all day with ‘38 An-
tique flown first. The event was won by Grant Manwaring from Vince 
Hagerty second and Peter Smith third. Kevin Fryer came fourth and 
Col Collyer again had engine trouble, ending up in sixth place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sunday afternoon was the Duration event, the Grand Prix of Old Tim-
ers with its fast climbing, screaming projectiles. Won by Peter van de 
Waterbeemd from Peter Smith second and Max Newcombe third. 
Kevin Fryer placed fourth and Col Collyer, still with engine troubles, 
came in seventh. The new Victorian member, Phil Eagles, came ninth 
and it was noted that six of the first nine placings in this event were 
McCoy 60 spark ignition powered. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sunday night was the Presentation Dinner with the best food we had 
on the entire trip. The high point of the night was Ian Avery being pre-
sented with an award for all the terrific work he puts in on our Ther-
maleer newsletter, thanks Ian !!!! 
 
Last day was the 2cc event and was won by Anthony Vicary from 
Peter Smith second and Col Collyer third. Kevin Fryer crashed his 
model into ninth place.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Duration winners - from left - Peter Smith (112% Playboy) second, 

Peter van de Waterbeemd (92% Bomber) first, Max Newcombe 

(Bomber) third. 

Texaco winners - from left - Dave Brown (Flamingo) second, Vince 

Hagerty (Bomber) first, Anthony Vicary (Bomber) third. 

2cc Duration winners - from left - Peter Smith (Apache) second,    

Anthony Vicary (Dixielander) first. 

Burford winners - from left - Peter Smith (Dream weaver) third, Vince 

Hagerty (Lil Diamond) first, Grant Manwaring (Dixielander) second. 

‘38 Antique winners - from left - Peter Smith first, Grant Manwaring 

(RC-1) second, Vince Hagerty (California Chief) third. 
Nostalgia winners - from left – Colin Collyer (Ramrod 750) third, Kevin 

Fryer (Spacer) first, Peter Smith (Swayback) second. 
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Std Duration winners - from left - Peter Smith (Playboy) second, Colin 

Collyer (Playboy) first, Max Newcombe (Playboy) third. 

The final event for the weekend was Standard Duration won by Col 
Collyer from Peter Smith second and Max Newcombe third. Col was 
flying a very heavy model but he knows where the lift is. Kevin Fryer  
came in fourth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Victorians took the TOPGUN Award with Kevin Fryer gaining first 
place and Col Collyer second place — the Victorian Old Timer flyers 
and the members of VARMS are proud of you. 
 
All in all a very good Easter, the high points being the great flying 
weather and the excellent food at the Presentation Dinner.  
 
                                                                                    Brian Laughton    

Kevin Fryer with his Ben Shereshaw “Cumulus” powered by a Forster 
99 spark ignition engine. 

Kevin Fryer preparing his 2cc model Sheresaw “Cumulus” powered by  

a Cox TD .09 gloplug engine. 

Kevin Fryer preparing his Shereshaw “Cumulus” Std Duration model 
powered by an OS40H gloplug engine. 

                            Kevin Fryer with his “Kane” Old Time Glider. Two of Kevin Fryer’s  Cumulus models and his Red Zephyr waiting for 
processing. 
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      Peter (Condo) Smith preparing his Phantom Class 2 C/L model.               Max Newcombe flying his Phantom Class 2 C/L model. 

            Max Newcombe starting his Phantom Class 2 C/L model.         Max Newcombe starting his model with George Bishop flying. 

Phil Eagles gets his “Kane” away in Old Time Glider with Col Collyer 
launching. 

       Phil Eagles’ “Kane” and Col Collyer’s “Satyr” Old Time Gliders. 

Peter (Condo) Smith’s “Perseus 1” and Basil Healy’s “Balestruccio” 
Old Time Gliders. 

Old Time Gliders (from bottom) Anthony Vicary’s “DG42”, Grant 
Manwaring’s “Archangel”, Rex Brown’s “Lulu”, Phil Eagles’ “Kane”, 
and Col Collyer’s “Satyr”. 
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Kevin Fryer, assisted by Phil Eagles, gets away in Texaco. Lake Bog-

wood in the background. 

Peter van de Waterbeemd launches Bob Marshall’s FROG “Prince” 
Old Time Glider. 

 Col Collyer preparing his “Playboy”/Irvine 40 Standard Duration model.         Anthony Vicary preparing his “Dixielander” for 2cc Duration. 

Some of the new executive for SAM 1788 (from left) - Gail Scott 

(Treasurer), Peter (Condo) Smith (Secretary), Peter Scott (President), 

Basil Healy (Committee Man). 

                       Lanzo designs dominated the Texaco event. 

                     The Duration Fly-Off  —  “There it is, up there” Alan Surley contemplates his  RC-1, Taipan Tyro 1.8cc powered,  2cc 

diesel model. 
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   The Duration flight line — during Round 4 for those who needed it!                                          The Old Time Glider pits. 

                   “The Devil Tree” claimed another victim in 2021.                                      The 1/2A Texaco flight line. 

                                   Models ready for processing.         Processing under way, Phil Eagles’ models in the foreground. 

Peter Scott’s “Dragon” Old Time Glider about to be launched by Paul 
Farthing. 

                    Peter Scott’s “Eureka” Jenner 2cc diesel model.  
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 COMPETITOR MODEL SCORE FLY-OFF ENGINE 

1. B. HEALY STARDUST SP 1260 2653 COX .049 

2. P. SCOTT LIL DIAMOND 1260 2593 COX .049 

3. C. COLLYER CHALLENGER 1260 0 COX .049 

1/2A  

 COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY- OFF 

1. V. HAGERTY LIL DIAMOND TAIPAN BB 900 906 

2. G. MANWARING DIXIELANDER TAIPAN PB 900 713 

3. P.J. SMITH DREAM WEAVER TAIPAN BB 900 686 

GORDON BURFORD 

 
COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY- OFF 

1. P. VAN DE WATERBEEMD BOMBER 92% MC COY 60 1260 648 

2. P. J. SMITH PLAYBOY112% MC COY 60 1260 493 

3. M, NEWCOMBE BOMBER MC COY 60 1260 429 

DURATION 

 COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY- OFF 

1. A. VICARY DIXIELANDER MVVS 900 9 

2. P. J. SMITH APACHE MVVS 900 309 

3. C. COLLYER ATOMISER DIESEL 865 0 

2cc 

STANDARD DURATION  
 COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY-OFF 

1. C. COLLYER PLAYBOY IRVINE 40 1080 838 

2. P. J. SMITH PLAYBOY MAGNUM 36 1080 655 

3. M. NEWCOMBE PLAYBOY OS 40H 1066 0 

 COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY-OFF 

1. V. HAGERTY BOMBER OS 61 F/S 1800 1891 

2. D. BROWN FLAMINGO O&R 60 1800 1441 

3. A. VICARY BOMBER OS 61 F/S 1800 613 

TEXACO   

 
COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY-OFF 

1. G. MANWARING RC1  BURFORD 5CC D 1800 943 

2. V. HAGERTY CALIFORNIA CHIEF  ED 3.46 D 1800 913 

3. P. J. SMITH WESTERNER MADEWELL 49 1800 877 

‘38 ANTIQUE 

 
COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY- OFF 

1. V. HAGERTY BOMBER OS 61 F/S 1800 1128 

2. D. BROWN FLAMINGO O&R 60 1800 1050 

3. A. VICARY BOMBER OS 61 F/S 1800 866 

TEXACO 

 COMPETITOR MODEL SCORE 

1. M. NEWCOMBE THUNDERKING 1070 

2. P. J. SMITH PERSEUS 1 1027 

3. B. HEALY BALESTRUCCIO 943 

 
COMPETITOR MODEL ENGINE SCORE FLY-OFF 

1. K. FRYER SPACER OS 40H 1260 1303 

2. P. J. SMITH SWAYBACK K&B 40 1260 1085 

3. C. COLLYER RAMROD OS 40H  1260 0 

 COMPETITOR ENGINE SCORE 

1. A. VICARY  1371 

2. C. COLLYER  1326 

3. P. R. SMITH MP JET 1306 

TOMBOY 

OLD TIMER GLIDER 

NOSTALGIA 

 COMPETITOR ENGINE 

1. P. J. SMITH  

C/L PHANTOM Class 1 C/L PHANTOM Class 1 

 COMPETITOR ENGINE 

1. P. SCOTT  

2 G. BISHOP  

3 P. J. SMITH MVVS 

C/L PHANTOM Class 2 

 COMPETITOR ENGINE 

1. G. BISHOP  

C/L PHANTOM Class 1 C/L Champion Class 2 

Tournament Championship 

 COMPETITOR POINTS 

1. K. FRYER 49 

2 C. COLLYER 51 

3 A. VICARY 63 

4 P. SCOTT 71 
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After a hiatus of more than twelve months it’s great to be back on the 
road and going to a Fun Fly. This weekend saw Rick and I at Echuca. 
We have not been here for several years so we noticed the work that 
has been done. The covered area has been extended and the field 
looks great.  
 
Shortly after we arrived Michael Jones performed a great aerobatic 
display in a friend’s home built DR-107. The weather unfortunately 
was quite windy so it was mainly only the big planes that were flying.  
 
Saturday night saw the club put on a dinner for around forty people 
and give out the awards.     
 
Winners were  -  
Best pilot and plane:  Brad Worm  3D Hobby Slick 
Best scale:   Ian Farrar  Albatross D.III 
Sport:    Mal Craig  Ultimate Bipe 

Sunday dawned overcast, windy and cold and by the time we got out 
to the field many had packed up and were leaving. Rob Sargent and 
Michael Timms had just arrived after being at the Wangaratta jet meet 
on the Saturday. After setting up their jets they gave an excellent dis-
play of flying.  
 
Although the weather put a damper on the flying everyone seemed to 
enjoy the weekend and it was great to catch up with people we have 
not seen for quite a while.  
                   Pam Pimblott 

ECHUCA MOAMA MODEL AERO CLUB  

2021  FUN  FLY   

                                                               Michael Jones flying a full size Rihn DR-107 One Design over the Echuca Moama field. 
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Ian Farrar with his ¼ scale Albatross D.III powered by a MGH 38 cc 

petrol engine.  

Norm Edmunds with his Cessna 310 powered by two OS 46AX two 

stroke engines. 

Brad Worm with his 3D Hobby Shop Slick powered by  a DLE 111cc 

petrol engine. 

Brad Worm with his ARF Cessna 182 powered by a DLE 50cc petrol 

engine. 

Rob Sargent with his Boomerang Sprint wood frame model powered 

by a Kingtech 80 turbine. 

Michael Timms with his Boomerang ELAN Composite powered by a 

Jet Cat 90 turbine. 

                   Brad Worm with his FMS Futura X jet model.  Mal Craig’s Hanger 9 Pitts model 12 powered by a DA100 petrol en-
gine. 
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WAR  BIRDS  OVER  WANTIRNA  2021  

at  VARMS 

VARMS relocation to their new field is now getting very close and with 
Covid-19 restrictions reduced and ANZAC Day falling on Sunday this 
year it was appropriate for their Warbird event to resume after its 
abandonment last year when the virus lockdown was controlling our 
lives.  
 
While the main activity at VARMS is glider flying there is still interest in 
powered models and as with most clubs the model of choice is usually 
a warbird from either WWI or WWII. After a cold spell with some rain 
the weather was sunny and comfortable with only a light west wind 
blowing across the strip to keep the pilots on their toes when landing. 
 
The event was well attended by club members and visitors who were 
entertained from 9:00am to 1:00pm by a constant stream of models 
powered by petrol engines or glow engines, together with a few elec-
tric powered models driving props or ducted fans. 

Ricardo Figari’s Fokker E.III is built from a kit. The model scales 1:6.5 
and is electric powered. 

Another electric powered WWI model, Jack Bahlla’s Fokker Dr.I is a 
Hobby King ARF and has a wingspan of 900mm, 
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David Anderson’s Sopwith Camel started out as an ARF by Hangar 9. David replaced the bright aluminium finish on the cockpit sides with a woodgrain finish, applied 

a matte finish to the fuselage and upper wing surfaces and added the Charlie Chaplin  figure below the cockpit to simulate the aircraft flown by WWI Australian ‘Ace’ 
Arthur Cobby. The model has a wingspan of 1.55m, weighs 3.9kg and is powered by a Saito 60 twin cylinder engine. 

                Graham Sullivan’s DC3 is scratch built with a moulded fibreglass fuselage. The model has a wingspan of 2.9m and is powered by two electric motors. 

Colin Kahn’s Junkers Ju.87 is scratch built. The model has a wingspan 
of 2.1m and is powered by three electric motors. 

Graham Sullivan also flew this 2.1m wingspan electric powered Spit-

fire scratch built by David Law Sr. 

                                                                                                                              Peter Mack’s Zero. 
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                                                                                     Sorry, but I’m unable to put the owners names to these Mustangs. 

      Lew Rodman preparing to take off with his large scale Piper L-4.                           A few of the models on display in the pits. 

                   Tim Stuart’s ARF PC-9 is electric powered.                                 ARF Piper L4 Cub, electric powered. 

Tim Stuart’s ARF P-51 Mustang. 1320mm wingspan, electric powered. Graham Sullivan’s Phoenix ARF P-40 Kittyhawk powered by an OS 75 

two stroke engine. 
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This year's Scale Masters event at SSL Milang was blessed with per-
fect weather and a fine field to fly from. 
 
We had about twenty flyers over the two days including some that had 
not attended in quite some time. This was encouraging, everyone did 
the right thing and flew neighbourly so I hope SSL will have us back 
again next year. 
 
The winners were —  
 
Best Free Flight Scale for the Scalemasters Trophy  
Maris Dislers - Luton Minor   
 
Best Free Flight Sport  
Dave Nearmy - Fokker D.VII Ebeneezer     
     
Best RC Scale  
Steve Nelson - Dragon Rapide     
 
Best RC Sport   
Mal Dyer - Wizard Single Channel.  
                                                                                   Steve Nelson 

(My thanks to Steve Nelson for the report and results and to Jeffery 
Prosser, Stephen Kittel and Steve Nelson for the photographs. JL) 

FREE  FLIGHT  SCALE  MASTERS  

2021 

Dave Putterill  made it to the event despite 

the wheelchair and moonboot 
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AUTUMN  SCALE  RALLY  2021 

  at  

TWIN  CITIES MAC 

   Peter Graeber received the award for Best Military aircraft with his SE5a.            Tim de Haan was awarded the Best Civil aircraft for his Ercoupe. 

This event went missing last year due to Covid -19 travel restrictions 
but made a great come back this year with the fine autumn weather   
and well prepared field attracting twenty seven entries and sixty air-
craft.  
 
It’s a great event  that should be on every scale modeller’s list as a 

‘must attend’. The field and facilities are excellent, the catering is 
great, the weather is always good and it’s an opportunity for a social 
meeting with friends before winter strikes and flying is restricted by 
wind and rain. 
 
Make a note to be there next year! 
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 A 1/4 scale Piper J3 Cub in traditional colour scheme by Alan Wright .                            Glenn Ryan’s 1/4 scale Piper Super Cub. 

                       A Kawasaki Ki.61 “Tony” by Alan Wright. Alan Wright’s Piper Super Cub is a VQ Models ARF. At 2.4m wingspan 
it’s powered by a Saito 30cc four stroke petrol engine.  

                       A 1/3 scale ARF Decathlon by David Tulk. Rob Hulett’s ARF Cessna 195 has a wingspan of 2.7m and is powered 
by a DLE 55 petrol engine. 

                          An ARF PT-17 Stearman by Steve Millar. The uncowled five cylinder ASP four stroke radial engine in the Stear-

man looks authentic. 
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Inside the Shoebridge Gee Bee, the attachment of the bracing wires. 

The wings only have locating pegs and all flight and landing loads are 

transferred through these cables to fuselage anchor points. 

The Shoebridge brothers Robert (left) and Richard (right) are regular attendees at this event with their large scale GB Model Y Senior Sportster. This model had not 

flown for two years and the motor did not want to start, but when a blocked carburettor filter was removed the engine performed faultlessly. 
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Peter Graeber’s 1/4 scale SE5a is a Balsa USA kit with a lot of extra 
detail added. Powered by a Saito FG40 four-stroke petrol engine the 

model flies well.  

Lyall Ford’s 1/3 scale Spacewalker is a modified SIG kit. Still a work in 
progress but it’s coming along well. 

  Tim de Haan’s 1/4 scale Stampe SV.4 is built from a Precedent kit. Another of Tim de Haan’s models, this 1/4 scale Fokker D.VIII is built 
from the Balsa USA kit. 

Mike Guiness’ scratch built Spitfire is a model of the aircraft flown by 
the South African ace “Sailor” Malan. 

David Balfour’s scratch built de Havilland DH.27 “Derby” is 2.8m 
wingspan and powered y an OS GF40 four stroke petrol engine.  

David Balfour’s scratch built Curtiss Robin is 1/3 scale with a wing-
span of 3m. Powered by a Saito 180 four stroke engine. 

        Chris Henry’s large scale Embraer Tucano is scratch built. 
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Tim de Haan’s 1/3 scale Ercoupe is built from a Balsa USA kit with a lot 
of scale detail added to model the prototype which is located at Tyabb 
in Victoria, 

David Tulk’s Hangar 9 ARF DH-82 Tiger Moth is 1/4 scale and powered 
by a Saito 125 four stroke engine. 

The larger Pitts is 1/3 scale Hangar 9 ARF owned by Tony Small and 
powered with a DLE 60cc twin cylinder, two stroke, petrol engine.  

 This 30% scale Piper J3 Cub scratch built by Bob Hulett spans 3.2m. Tony Small’s Blackhawk ARF Focke Wulf FW. 190 spans 2.74m and is 
powered by a DLE 120cc, twin cylinder, petrol engine. 

David Tulk’s Topflite ARF P-40 Kittyhawk is 1/5 scale and spans 2.2m. 
The model is powered by an OS GT60 petrol engine. 

Rob Sargent’s 1/5 scale Topflite ARF P-47 Thunderbolt  spans 2.16m 
and is powered by an OS GT 60 petrol engine. 

Steve Millar’s ARF Stinson Reliant was severely damaged when it hit a 
gate at the edge of the field after an engine failure. 
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Glenn Ryan built this 1/4 scale model of the de Havilland Moth Minor from plans by Jerry Bates. The model spans 2.77m and is powered by a Saito 150. More scale 

detail is still to be added to this nice model of a very rare aeroplane. 
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Ex P&DARCS member Roly Gauman now lives in Benalla and brought this foam ducted fan model of the Boeing 737 MAX. The ARF model is supplied in a plain white 

painted finish leaving the owner to apply the colour scheme of his own wish. Roly chose an unusual Norwegian décor!  

                               Another of Ken Osborne’s unusual creations, his model of the “Facetmobile” has been flying very successfully for many years. 

                                             Rob Sargent’s Fokker D.VII is 1/4 scale, built from a Balsa USA kit, and powered by an OS 48cc petrol engine. 

                            David Tulk’s Fokker Dr.I is 1/3 scale and built from a Balsa USA kit. The model is powered by a DLE 60cc twin cylinder petrol engine. 
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Relaxing in the sunshine, (from left) Wayne Harrison from Wangaratta 
and local members Rob Hulett and Chris Henry. 

Visitors from Ballarat with a ring-in from Melbourne, (from left) Graeme 

Allen, Ian Lamont, Roger Carrigg, Glenn White and Wayne Goodwin. 

David Tulk’s P-40 Kittyhawk wth wheels down on a landing approach.  Ken Osborne’s Waterman Aerobile is an unusual machine dating back 
to the time before WWII when flying cars were thought to be the future 

for personal transport. The model has flown well for many years. 

Tony Small’s FW.190, David Tulk’s P-40 Kittyhawk and Rob Sargent’s  
P-47 Thunderbolt are all good quality ARF scale models. 

          Some of the fifty seven scale models on display in the pits. 

The concrete runway and taxiways are a long way from the clubhouse 

but you do get a good view of the models in the air. 

The matting surface between the clubhouse and the sheltered pits has 

been removed and the area is now paved with a coloured pebble mix. 
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Anzac weekend saw Rick and I back on the road, this time only going 
a short distance to Hamilton for the Warbirds Fly-In. Normally this 
would be only a one-day event, however, because Anzac Day fell on 
a Sunday the club decided to make it a two day event. Unfortunately 
Saturday brought showers and a strong wind and only a few brave 
pilots got into the air. 
 
Sunday started with a few showers but these cleared quite early as 
more flyers started rolling in. The contingents from Mount Gambier 
and Warrnambool arrived and the day’s flying got under way.  
 
Everyone seemed to have a good weekend and we are looking for-
ward to next year. 
                                                                                       Pam Pimblott 

 
HAMILTON  

WARBIRDS   

FLY IN 

                          Peter Wunderlich with his P-47D “Thunderbolt” . 

                                                                                 Paul O’Connor’s  Avro Type 621 “Tutor” is powered by a Saito 120 four stroke engine. 
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                                                                        Rod Mitchell with his Grumman F9F “Panther” powered by a Kingtech 80 turbine. 

                 Allan Fay with his Spitfire powered by a DA50 petrol engine. 

                       Rick Pimblott’s Hawker “Sea Fury” and T-28 “Trojan.” 

                                                                      Bruce Thompson with his  P-51 “Mustang” powered by an OS GT60 petrol engine. 

                               Nicely detailed cockpit of Allan Fay’s Spitfire. 

                           Dave Barling with his  Focke-Wulf FW.190 
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VICSCALE  
 at  

P&DARCS 

          RESULTS 
F4C 
1. David Law  Pitts S2 
2. Noel Whitehead CT– 4 
 
F4H 
1. Peter Mack  Zero 
 
Flying Only 
1. Greg Lepp  Extra 260 
2. Alex Butler  Super Decathlon 
3. Keith Quigg  Laser   

The VFSAA held a successful Sportscale event in May at the 
P&DARCS field with ten entries flying four rounds of the competition. 
 
All scale modellers are welcome at next event, the Vicscale Trophy, 
on Queens Biirthday weekend 12th -13th June at the Shepparton 
Valley Radio Flyers field.  

Greg Lepp prepares to start his large scale Extra 260. The judges appreciated 

the shade shelter as the warm autumn sun was shining brightly.  

                                           Greg Lepp’s ARF Extra 260. 

                                                  David Law’s  Pitts S2. 
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                                         Anthony Mott’s Druine Turbulent spans 2.1m and is powered by an OS FS160 26cc, twin cylinder, four stroke engine.   

Balint Banko’s P-47 Thunderbolt is a Hangar 9 ARF and flies well, as do all  Thunderbolts. The model is 1.78m wingspan and is powered by an OS 110 four stroke 

engine. 

                                                  Alex Butler flew a Pilot ARF Decathlon with a wingspan of 2.7m and powered by a DLE 55 petrol engine.  

Rob MacDonald made the long journey to the P&DARCS field from the north side of Melbourne to fly his Seagull ARF DH. 60 biplane. This model spans 1.83m and is 

powered by an OS 91 four stroke engine. 
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  Peter Mack had a little trouble with the retracting undercarriage on his Zero.                                Enjoying the warm sunshine between flights. 

Noel Whitehead has fitted a remotestaring system to his CT-4 requiring a smaller engine and some modifications in front of the firewall to accommodate the changes. 

             Tony  Grieger flew his 1/3 scale ARF clipped wing Piper J3 Cub in this scale event. The Cub’s usual purpose is as a tow plane for the VARMS gliders. 

                                  Keith Quigg’s Laser is an Extreme Flight  ARF. The model spans  2.3m and is powered by a DA 70 twin cylinder petrol engine. 
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BADMAC was forced to postpone the annual Mid-May Muster due to 
a wet and icy front pushing up from the Southern Ocean.  Fortunately, 
the following weekend was picture perfect with 4-7 knot winds and a 
balmy 18 degrees forecast for both days.  
 
Traditionally the event is run on the Sunday after Mother’s Day each 
year but this year we had a lot of interest from visiting members wish-
ing to camp on-site from Friday through to Monday and this resulted in 
a full weekend of flying with the public display on the Sunday.  Our 
fantastic catering crew consisting of club members and their wives 
were busily preparing food and refreshments across both days. 
 
Each night the communal fire pit was well attended providing much 
laughter and discussion. The stories shared proved to be very educa-
tional. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We were greeted by zero degree temperatures both mornings which 
always leads into a calm day for flying.  
 
The large shed was overflowing with models each night forcing some 
to live under the pits shelter.  A complimentary egg and bacon roll was 
supplied to all campers on Sunday morning to kick the day off.   
 
There were 31 pilots registered from across Victoria and NSW, bring-
ing at least two models each.  Most planes had a wingspan greater 
than 2m (80") except for the large turbines which were longer than 
they were wide.   
 
On Sunday we had on average eighty spectator vehicles in the car-
park at any time and there were several demonstration flights during 
Sunday to show the public various aspects of the sport.  Barry Mur-
phy’s pylon racer starred throughout the day with its unbelievable 
speed and agility athough there was one turbine jet, an Ultra Flash 
flown by Ben Bratoiu from P&DARCS, that could have outrun it in the 
straight. 
 
We had declared our “Action” Scale Rally in March as our best ever 
attended event but this Mid-May Muster has far exceeded it.  The 
word is spreading that BADMAC offers a great strip with camping, hot 
showers, toilets, and a whole lot of camaraderie. 
                                                                                         
                                                                                         Tony Wilson 
                                                               (Photographs by Geoff White) 

             The firepit was a popular meeting place at night. 

                                 Bairnsdale & District MAC 

MID - MAY MUSTER 
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                      Ben Bratoiu from P&DARCS flying his Ultra Flash.        Brian Hutchinson from BADMAC flew his scratch built PBY Catalina. 

                                 David Chivers from P&DARCS brought along a magnificent C-47 and flew it equally well to earn him the Pilot’s Choice Award.   
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                             David Chivers’ twin turbine A10 Warthog. 

Ian Waters from BADMAC flew his scratch built 116” Stearman powered by an 
Evolution 7-cylinder 260cc four stroke, radial engine. 

Wes Wright flying Graeme Cashman’s Turner Special “Gilmore”.  Wes and 
Graeme are members of the Bega club. 

                       John Junge from BADMAC flew this Fieseler Storch. 

Royce Bux from Western Port MAC flew his F15 Eagle powered by a Kingtech 

140 turbine. 

Cameron Dyson from BADMAC flew his ¼ scale Waco powered by a Saito FG60 

three cylinder, four stroke, radial engine. 

Glenn Dunston from Yarra Valley MAC brought along his PC-6 Porter in Australian 

Army colours. The model is powered by a Zenoah 74cc two stroke petrol engine. 

   Royce Bux and Adrian Fasham brought along a few turbine powered models. 
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Saturday April 17th was our “Bipe and Bush Plane” Fly In. It was great 
to have members from other clubs make the time and effort to visit us 
and support our event. We hope to see you all next year. 
 
                                                                                          Barry Dunn 

  MITCHELL  FIXED  WING  MAC 

“BIPE and BUSH  PLANE”  FLY-IN 
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FOR  SALE 

          Great Planes Seawind.  
Airframe only, floated but never flown, 1.8m (71")  
wing span.   

Suit engine 11.5 to 15cc four stroke or equivalent elec-
tric. Weight 5.55kg. 

                                          $300  

CONTACT 

                                  David Anderson 

                                 E-mail: davidandissy70@gmail.com 

                                 Phone: 0467 646 935 

                 ULTIMATE AMR  
1.02m (40")  wing span,  weight 1.1kg. 

Aircraft fitted with servos, motor and speed con-
troller. All you need is a receiver and battery. 

                                   $275  

         CONTACT 

                           David Anderson 

                           E-mail: davidandisy70@gmail.com 

                           Phone: 0467 646 935 

FOR  SALE 
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